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Happy New Year! Yes, a little belated, but nevertheless heartfelt all the same.

Suffice to say, we are very excited, and so looking forward to 2013: We have some
very special initiatives launching, which you can learn more about on Page 20.

In this very first edition of the year, we have an interview with a pioneering
entrepreneur, Thomas Gay, who was once described as one of the “5 Best
Undiscovered CEO’s” in the USA.

We have articles from Linda Richardson, Dr. Tony Alessandra, Paul McCord,
Babette N. Ten Haken and Ken Thoreson. In his regular JF Uncut column, Jonathan
Farrington discusses “Global Collaboration” and Matt Heinz is in the spotlight

Finally, we urge you to catch up with all the latest news, interviews and gossip
from Top Sales World.

PS: Do follow us on Twitter and join us over on our 
LinkedIn group
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Focus On
Matt Heinz 24

2013 Timetable

February:
We launch

Top Sales Radio

March:
Top 50 Sales &

Marketing Influencers
for 2013 announced

April/May:
Top Sales Academy –
Sales Management

Level

June:
The 2013 Top Sales

Survey launches.

July/August:
Top Sales Academy –

Inside Sales Level

September
2013 Top 50 Sales
Blogs announced.

October/November:
Top Sales Academy –

Consultative Sales
Level

December:
Annual Top Sales &
Marketing Awards. 

http://www.topsalesworld.com/
http://www.topsalesworld.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/Top-Sales-World-1857130?gid=1857130
http://twitter.com/topsalesworld
http://www.topsalesworld.com/


Daily:

Brand new ..
★ Sales tips
★ Articles
★ Blog posts
★ Top Sales Radio

Weekly:

Brand new ...
★ How to guides
★ Management self-

development
advice

★ Sales team
development
sessions

★ Top Sales Hardtalk
interviews

★ Sales Management
Issues interviews

★ Top 10 Sales
Articles

★ eBooks/White
Papers

★ Recommended
book

★ Upcoming events

Monthly:

★ Top Sales
Magazine

★ Top Sales Article

Coming Soon ...

★ Top Sales Academy
★ Top Sales Survey

Many of us leave money on the table when we sell: we avoid working
with companies full of technical decision makers. These engineering
professionals tend to make us feel uncomfortable about ... Read More�

Our Partners

The Busy
Person’s Pages
The Busy
Person’s Pages
Here is what you will find in this month’s edition.

10 Tips for Selling to Technical Professionals 
By Babette N. Ten Haken

Winston Churchill was hugely accomplished as a statesman, an
historian, and a writer. But when people think of Churchill, it’s his
speeches that are remembered. It’s the sound of his ...         Read More�

Winston Churchill – Communication Genius 
By Dr. Tony Alessandra.

A description which readily springs to mind when you listen to Thomas
Gay describe his background, and his ambitions for the future, is
“pioneer”. Tom is a life-long business owner and ...                  Read More�

A conversation with Thomas Gay

Recently, I wrote a post about the many emails I get from sales trainers
asking me to post their articles on my blog but who, rather than
recognizing that they are in a sales situation, take a ...             Read More�

Is There a Dehumanizing Impact From
Social Media?
By Paul McCord

One of the most profound effects of the Internet age is the “shrinking”
of our planet. Advances in computing, Internet connectivity and mobile
technology bring people together in ways we never ...             Read More�

The Globalization of Business
by Jonathan Farrington

Over the past few decades, selling has changed. The changes have been
incremental, giving salespeople time to adjust. Not so today. The degree
and speed of change in the sales world over the past two ... Read More�

Top Sales Article of 2012
By Linda Richardson 

I recently read an article about the demise of solution selling that
described how salespeople who are following the traditional methods of
selling (seeking out the pain) are losing to the new breed ... Read More�

2013: Year of Sales Protocols 
By Ken Thoreson 

Matt Heinz brings more than 12 years of marketing, business
development and sales experience from a variety of organizations,
vertical industries and company sizes. His career has ...          Read More�

Focus On
Matt Heinz

If you managed to join us for this year’s Awards ceremony, you will know
that it was an absolutely brilliant event, which was apparently enjoyed by
all. If you missed out, you can still listen in to a recording ...   Read More�

2012 Top Sales & Marketing Awards - 
The Winners Announced
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confidence when selling to technical

decision makers. These tips also will

assist you in understanding how your

strong skill sets can offer relevance

and value to your technical customers.

Tip #1: You are not their

engineering peer unless, of course,

you have an engineering or IT degree.

Please don’t try to represent yourself

as one, if you, indeed, do not have a

strong technology or science

background. 

Tip #2: While you may not have

that engineering degree, you can do

your homework about their industry,

their company, and their competitors.

Bring that knowledge and insight to the

sales table. You are, after all, a

business professional, so lead with

your strong suit.

Tip #3: You are there to have a

business conversation with these

technical decision makers about the

value your solutions bring to their

technically-based business. Have that

business conversation. Lead with your

strong suit and continue to play your

strong suit.

Tip #4: Understand your limits. No

matter how much of a sales rock star

you may be, we all have our limits,

which can be offset with a little help

from friends and colleagues. Identify

resources, perhaps new ones, to

assist you in cultivating the technical

business segment and closing that

sale. If you are used to working alone,

you may need to change your habits in

order to expand your knowledge base.

Tip #5: Slinging technical lingo

around the table like confetti will invite

technical decision makers to query

your understanding of these terms. Do

your homework; be prepared to

develop a comfortable working

knowledge of “their world” if your

presentation incorporates technical

terminology. Technical decision

makers will appreciate your willingness

to learn and communicate.

Tip #6: Be honest about what you

know, and don’t know, about their

technology. Ask questions instead of

winging it. You might end up getting a

plant tour, or engaging in a solid

discussion of their technology –

providing you have demonstrated

value and relevance in your business

offering. 

Tip #7: Technical professionals

pick everything apart; they are trained

to scrutinize processes, platforms, and

deliverables. When you think about it,

the wrong measurement can result in a

space shuttle’s missing its target! Their

stuff is that serious. Anticipate their

“what if this or that happens?”

perspective. Be prepared to engage in

that type of process, even if it involves

making modifications to your tried and

true sales habits.

Tip #8: Will the data you present

stand up to being validated by

technical decision makers? Take a

good, hard look at your marcom

materials. If you conduct your own

research, run your conclusions by your

peer resources: does it make sense?

The more comfortable and

knowledgeable you are about your

company’s data, the more conversant

you become discussing anyone’s data,

including your own.

Tip #9: You each have a lot to learn

from, and teach to, each other. Enjoy

that experience. Technical decision

makers enjoy collaboration and can

offer you long term, lucrative contracts.

If you are in the habit of handing off the

sales contract, collecting your

commission, and heading out to hunt

down your next prospect, assess

whether your own habits or corporate

culture can support a collaborative

customer technical base. This type of

customer set may not be thrilled with

an ongoing, strategic relationship with

customer support, if they bought “you.”

Tip #10: You are a work in

progress. In fact, we all are. Because

you devote time and attention to

perfecting your sales craft, you will,

indeed, become more successful and

confident in developing this type of

customer and these types of

contracts. You may find out you are far

more able to understand areas of

technology, and data sets, than you

thought you were. Start using that left

side of your sales brain, as well as

your over-developed right side!         �

We are correct in feeling

uncomfortable, unaware that it’s

second nature, and “engineering as

usual,” for technical professionals to

second-guess their peers! That is their

mindset, and the basis of technical

education and training: to continually

question and seek validation of data

and assumptions. Techies always

have the right answer and there

always is a far better answer or

solution to seek!

“Data”, perhaps, is the most feared

four-letter word in sales vocabulary.

The term “sell” remains the most

feared four letter word in engineering!

As a result, many of us feel we truly are

“on our toes” in terms of time spent

preparing communications for these

daunting technical objects of our

business development desire. We

spend endless hours on RFPs and

creating presentations. Perhaps we

underutilize our areas of strength, in

response to what we perceive to be

our biggest areas of weakness.

Technical decision makers are well-

worth the effort you put into developing

their business if you understand the

rules of engagement involved in

creating a strong and collaborative

relationship. These rules of

engagement require you to scrutinize

your own traditional methodology of

sales processes and practices, and

those of your company as well. 

The following suggestions and tips

will help you overcome your

reluctance, avoidance, or lack of

The following
suggestions and tips

will help you overcome
your reluctance,

avoidance, or lack of
confidence when

selling to technical
decision makers. 

This article was written by
Babette N. Ten Haken.

To find out more about Babette, visit:
http://salesaerobicsforengineers.com/
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Many of us leave money on the table when we sell: we avoid working with companies
full of technical decision makers. These engineering professionals tend to make us
feel uncomfortable about our proficiency as sales professionals. It seems as though
it’s second-nature for them to second-guess the motives, logic, and data which we
present to develop business and move towards closing the deal. 

10 Tips for Selling to
Technical Professionals 
10 Tips for Selling to
Technical Professionals 
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your doing so? Try to be ruthlessly

honest about this. It’s not easy,

because we’re often amazingly

unaware of our true nature as

communicators. It’s also something

that other people are usually

uncomfortable discussing with you.

The second principal of speaking

was arrangement — which today we

would call organization. This is just the

tactics and tools of communication.

The organization of a good speech

comprised six parts: the introduction;

the statement of facts; the discussion

of facts; the proof of facts; the

refutation of possible objections; and

the conclusion. The trick, of course,

was to blend these parts seamlessly

together so that the whole thing

seemed effortless and intuitive. It’s

amazing, though, how good speaking

can be broken down into parts to be

approached logically and scientifically.

After organization, the third

principle of communication was style.

Organization is about what you’re

saying — style is about how you say it.

Today, this is probably more important

than any other element of spoken

communication, but it’s crucial to

develop a style that fits you and fits

your audience. Churchill was

obviously a master of style. In my

opinion, he was really the last great

communicator in the classical

tradition. Before him, here may have

been many people who spoke like

Churchill, going all the way back to

Greece and Rome. But I don’t believe

anyone since Churchill has

successfully attempted that style.

Martin Luther King was certainly a

great communicator, and he could

move his listeners just as deeply as

Churchill. But his style of speaking

came from the tradition of African

American preaching rather than

classical oratory.

We can learn a lot from Churchill

and King concerning organization and

inspiration — but the style of

communication that is most effective

today has a different lineage. I would

call it an informal style, although it may

actually be very carefully thought out

and planned. It’s a style that was

mastered by Lincoln in his famous

debates with Senator Stephen

Douglas, by Mark Twain in the literally

thousands of lectures that he gave

during the final decades of his life —

and most recently by Ronald Reagan,

who wasn’t called “the Great

Communicator” for nothing.

The fourth principle of speaking

was memory. Until relatively recently, it

would have been unthinkable for a

communicator to read a speech, much

less use a TelePrompTer to make it

seem like he knew it by heart. Memory

was equated with intelligence. Today

we think a person who can do science

or math is at the highest level of

intellectual power, but in the past it

was how much you had memorized.

For a modern man, Churchill was

surely very accomplished in this

regard. For example, he probably

knew much of Shakespeare by heart.

But in the old days, it was taken for

granted that an educated person knew

the Bible nearly word for word.

I’m not suggesting that to be an

effective communicator you need to be

a memory expert. But it is important to

convey complete familiarity with your

subject. If this isn’t the case, you’re

going to be dependent on outside

help, and that’s an uncomfortable

position for a communicator.

For success in any field, three

important components are pretty much

universally recognized — we can call

them theory, talent, and practice. In

communication, theory refers to the

ideas we discussed a moment ago,

such as organization, style, and

familiarity with your topic. Talent seems

to be very important today, because we

tend to believe that we’re pretty much

born with the limits we can reach in any

field. But more than anything, it took

practice. Churchill had been a public

communicator since he entered

Parliament in his early twenties. And

this brings us back to a point that was

so perfectly expressed by Edison:

“Genius is one percent inspiration and

99 percent perspiration.” The more you

do something, the more you work at it,

the more you experience it, the better

you’ll get at it — until before you know

it, everybody will be calling you a

communication genius!                        �

This article was written by 
Dr. Tony Alessandra.

To find out more about Tony, visit:
www.PlatinumRule.com
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Winston didn’t fit easily into the

standard educational system.

From the first, it was obvious he had

tremendous talent — his power of

memory was rather amazing. But he

was very stubborn. He learned what

he wanted to learn, and resisted

anything else. He didn’t care about

learning other languages, for

example. He wanted to learn

English.

By the time Churchill was only

twenty-six years old, he was about to

enter Parliament, where his voice

would be heard for the first time —

and once Churchill’s voice was

heard, it could never be forgotten.

In our schools today, not much

attention is paid to speaking skills.

There really isn’t a focus on the

ability to express yourself effectively

in front of a group of people — or

even one person. The strange thing

is this was a fundamental element of

education throughout the history of

Western civilization.

As a professional speaker myself,

it’s amazing to discover the detail and

care that was given to the spoken

word. The Greeks and Romans

considered speaking — which they

called rhetoric — to be a branch of

philosophy. It was an art that

demanded talent and practice, and it

was also a science that be studied

carefully and systematically. Churchill

certainly knew these principles

backwards and forwards — and in

order to model Churchill’s

communication genius, you should

know them also.

There were basically four general

categories of communication — and a

genius was someone who could excel

in all these areas. The categories were

invention, arrangement, style, and

memory. They’re still very applicable

today, and they’re understood

explicitly or intuitively by every

communication genius.

Invention really means having

something to say. You can’t be a great

communicator if you don’t have

anything to communicate. In order to

discover your genius as a

communicator, ask yourself where you

are on this spectrum. Are you

someone who feels the need to talk for

talking’s own sake — whether or not

your given the opportunity? Or do you

back away from communicating even

when everyone would benefit from

Winston Churchill –
Communication Genius 
Winston Churchill was hugely accomplished as a
statesman, an historian, and a writer. But when people
think of Churchill, it’s his speeches that are
remembered. It’s the sound of his voice. That voice is
still unforgettable today, even in scratchy old
recordings. Try to imagine how it must have sounded
over the radio in 1940, when Churchill and Britain were
all that stood between Hitler and victory in the Second
World War.
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The Greeks and
Romans considered

speaking — which they
called rhetoric — to be

a branch of
philosophy. 
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2012 Top Sales & Marketing Awards - The Winners Announced
If you managed to join us for this year’s Awards ceremony, you will know that it was
an absolutely brilliant event, which was apparently enjoyed by all. If you missed out,
you can still listen in to a recording HERE.

In the Top Influencer category, more than 7000 votes were cast, and although both
Jill Konrath and Jeffrey Gitomer made the top three for the third year running, this
year, Linda Richardson took the gold medal.  All of the medal winners are now posted
below. Here’s looking forward to this year’s contest!

http://topsalesworld.com/downloads/audio/Top_Sales_Awards_Live_Ceremony_2012.wmv


Tom is a life-long business owner

and entrepreneur. His companies

have been IT pioneers bringing new

solutions to complex business

problems. In the 80?s he founded

National Decision Systems (NDS), the

pioneer in advanced site selection and

target marketing tools for major

consumer goods companies. Tom’s

firm was twice honored with the

coveted INC 500 Award and he sold it in

1988 to Equifax (NYSE) of Atlanta, Ga.

Today, NDS’ tools are still the industry

standard and the company is now

owned by A.C. Nielsen.

In 1990, Tom started VistaInfo

(VINF-NASDAQ) to deliver real time,

geo-targeted property risk info to

banks, insurers, realtors and home

buyers across the USA. After going

public in 1997, Tom was honored in an

Individual Investor Magazine cover

story (May 1999) where he was called

one of the “5 Best Undiscovered

CEO’s” in the USA. VistaInfo was

named a “Magic 25” company in 1999

and was acquired in 2000 with sales of

$80mm to create what is now known as

Fidelity National Information Solutions

(FNIS-NYSE).

Tom has always fervently believed

that entrepreneurial skills can be fully

utilised outside of the commercial

environment and in 2001, Tom and his

wife, Patti, went to South Africa where

they started a non-profit ministry

organization, Monte Christo
Ministries (MCM). Today, MCM feeds

thousands of people daily and brings

together organizations, churches and

universities, world-wide, to relieve the

burdens of poverty, apartheid and

HIV/AIDS in the Cape Town Area.

Unique to MCM is the use of

marketplace strategies to build self-

sustainable programs and for creating

“for profit” projects inside of the

ministry’s non-profit structure. These

generate funding, create jobs and add

long term viability for MCM’s

community upliftment programs.

In 2011, Tom started his newest

venture, an exciting web 2.0 technology

firm, 22 Touch. This company is built on

his lifelong success in using and

teaching systematic relationship selling

and referral marketing practices across

the world. The 22 Touch system has

been called a “referral generating

machine” and brings more meaning to

popular social media and CRM

systems. It teaches and focuses people

on the keys to building trust-based

referring relationships and then

provides easy to use task management

and results tracking tools and many

other convenience features to ensure

the success of the user in building a

thriving referral rich business.

22 Touch works by making you

focus on the day-to-day activities that

will produce new referrals, more

business and better relationships.

Just like its leader, 22 Touch is a

genuinely pioneering solution, which is

destined to achieve huge success.      �
His companies have

been IT pioneers
bringing new solutions

to complex business
problems. 

Unfortunately, the task of selling

never becomes any easier and as

competition continues to intensify,

sales people will face issues that can

be extremely difficult to deal with e.g.

decreased product uniqueness,

increased competition within ‘safe’

markets, longer sales cycles and

shorter product life spans.

The reality is that whatever got you

where you are today will not be

sufficient to keep you there. A rapidly

changing environment is the regular

background against which

organizations must develop.

Change is continuous and will

become more rapid as we move

forward over time. Sales management

must be capable of reacting to those

changes, be prepared to take

advantage of them and yet stay within

the overall framework of a formalized

strategy.

The role of strategy is fundamental

if the people within an organization

are to be enabled to make the level of

contribution of which they are

capable. Strategy, based on a good

grasp of the core competencies of a

business, is an essential precursor to

achieving optimal shareholder value.

Getting more for less or more from

the same level of resources, is my

simple definition of efficiency.

Here then are six steps you can

take next year that will help you

achieve those increased targets:

Step One: Understand your operation

� Do you know your operation well

enough to improve it?

Step Two: Set the right objectives

� Do you have the right objectives to

steer improvement?

Step Three: Check customer

perception

� How can you identify non-value-

added (wasteful) activity?

� How can you remove it?

Step Four: Increase capacity

� Are you meeting demand?

� What action(s) can you take?

� How efficient are your resources?

Step Five: Continuously improve

� Do you have a systematic

approach to constant

improvement?

Step Six: Re-check customer

perception

� How effective have your efforts

been?

� How can you tell?

And finally, when you review your

2012 performance, consider

benchmarking yourself against the

Sales Management Acid Test:

The Acid Test – When
thinking about your own
sales force:

� Did you understand their

motivators – what was driving

them? 

� Did you always have visibility of

their numbers – year to date,

forecast vs. required performance? 

� Activity levels – did they work hard

and smart enough? 

� Engagement – did they always

meet with the right level in their

prospects/accounts? 

� Messaging – were they capable of

delivering an appropriate message

at the right level? 

� Qualification – did they only spend

time on deals where they could

compete and ultimately win? 

� Closing – did they construct

successful campaigns and close

enough business?                           �

How to Deliver More in 2013 With Less
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Year on year, sales leaders are being asked to achieve improved results with fewer
resources or at least, more from the same. To most sales managers, the attainment
of a permanent increase in sales revenues must seem like the search for eternal
youth; unending and, ultimately, unavailing.

One of the 5 Best Undiscovered
CEO’s in the USA
A Conversation with Thomas Gay 

A description which readily springs to mind when you listen to Thomas Gay describe
his background, and his ambitions for the future, is “pioneer” 

Thomas Gay

To find out more about Thomas and 22 Touch,
visit: http://22touch.com/
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Top of Mind

Ready to take the Sales Leader’s

Health Check? HERE

http://www.jonathanfarrington.com/assessments/salesLeadersHealthCheck.php
http://www.mcmmiqlat.com/
http://bit.ly/QqAgv0
http://bit.ly/QqAgv0
http://bit.ly/QqAgv0


But I’ve noticed this “all about me”

attitude is creeping into many

other places such as responses to

blog posts, on forums, and in

Facebook and Twitter discussions.

Worse, I’ve noticed a gradual

coarsening of language.

Certainly much of the above has

existed for quite some time in the

realm of political and sports discourse

on social media, but slowly over time

this self-centeredness and rudeness

seems to be creeping into the normal

everyday discourse including, on

occasion, sales discourse—and not

just between sellers but with

customers or potential customers also.

With this observation comes the

natural question of what’s the cause

and remedy?

Is the cause a callusing of our

culture? Is it the impersonal nature of

the technology? Or as the world

becomes more hectic and our lives

become more demanding are we

simply unconsciously reacting by

becoming more self-centered?

I can certainly see that any or all of

the above could be a catalyst for the

obnoxious behavior we are seeing

more of on social media—as well as

other technology such as email, text

messaging, and such.

I suspect the majority of the

behavior and the attitude the behavior

emanates from comes primarily from

the dehumanizing impact of the

technology itself. More and more we

find ourselves interacting with

machines rather than people—and it is

easy to divorce ourselves from the

human on the other and focus on the

medium; and once we start talking to

the medium instead of a person it isn’t

that difficult to toss aside the normal

rules of human interaction, for after all,

we are no longer dealing with a person

but an impersonal, unfeeling machine.

Or maybe it is a sense that we have

virtually the freedom of anonymity as

we often know little or nothing about

the other person or persons we are

addressing; they aren’t people but just

disembodied words that show up on a

forum, a text message, a tweet, or an

email..

Certainly we don’t encounter the

above behavior on a regular basis—at

least not at this point.

But I am concerned.

Technology is a very useful tool—but

simply a tool, not a replacement for

human interaction. More than once I’ve

been visiting with a salesperson who

texted their manager or another seller

who was no more than 10 feet away.

Slowly face-to-face or even phone

interaction is being replace with the idea

that a text message is quicker—and

who wants to get into a conversation

when a question can be asked and

answered in seconds rather than

minutes?

While visiting with one seller, she

sent an email to her manager asking a

rather detailed question. I asked her

why she just didn’t pick up the phone

and get the answer without having to

wait for a response to her email. She

said that if she called her manager she’d

have to answer questions about this

prospect or that deal and she just didn’t

like having to answer all those

questions–and email and text

messaging kept her boss away—it was

a very real insulator from having to

interact with another human..

Are the rules of interaction changing

due to technology? Are we slowly losing

our human-ness, at least as we’ve

known it? Is there really a dehumanizing

impact to social media and

communication technology?

I would love to see a solution, but

based on the history of social media in

other areas I suspect the trend will

continue. Possibly the most I can hope

for is that the trend be slow. The good

news is that there will always be a

segment of users who will not forget that

the technology is nothing more than the

medium and that the real focus is the

other person. Hopefully that segment

will always be the vast majority. In the

long run, I’m not sure it will be.               �
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Technology is a very
useful tool—but simply

a tool, not a
replacement for

human interaction.
More than once I’ve
been visiting with a

salesperson who
texted their manager
or another seller who
was no more than 10

feet away. 

This article was written by Paul McCord.

To find out more about Paul, visit:
www.mccordandassociates.com/
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Recently, I wrote a post about the many emails I get from sales trainers asking me to
post their articles on my blog but who, rather than recognizing that they are in a sales
situation, take a completely self-centered approach to making the request. These are
presumably smart individuals that have simply forgotten what they know about sales
and make the most basic selling mistake possible—making it all about themselves.

Is There a Dehumanizing
Impact From Social Media?
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Whichever way we choose to

benchmark our achievements

in 2012, we are extremely proud – but

never content!

How do we top that in 2013?

Here is our timetable ….

January: Top 10 Sales Articles

becomes a weekly contest with the

four winners vying for Top Sales

Article of the Month. The twelve

monthly winners will go forward to the

Top Sales Article of the Year final in

December.

February: We launch Top Sales

Radio – a short daily pre-recorded,

down-loadable show, featuring all the

latest news, tips, upcoming events

from around the sales space, plus

special guests.

March: It is time to update the Top 50

Sales & Marketing Influencers list for

2013 – who will force their way in …

and who will slip out?

April/May: We reveal, launch and

deliver the eagerly awaited Top Sales

Academy – we are currently selecting

and appointing the faculty, so more

details in January, which you will not

want to miss!

June/July: The 2013 Top Sales

Survey will, we hope, be the most

comprehensive; most exhaustive;

most revealing survey ever conducted

within the global sales space. Our aim

is to involve 20k front-line sales

professionals and their managers –

again, full details soon.

August: We revisit the Top 50 Sales

Blogs, in order to ensure our list is

relevant, accurate and up to date.

October/November: We provide a

second opportunity to attend the

online Top Sales Academy.

December: We present the annual

Top Sales & Marketing Awards. This

year’s online ceremony takes place

on Tuesday December 17th, and we

will be announcing the 2013

categories in March.

In the meantime, please do remember

that TSW is updated every day, and

we offer …

� Daily tips, features and articles
Weekly interviews, coaching

sessions, “How to” guides, white-

papers, and personal development

sessions.

� Monthly magazine 
In 2013, our list of contributors will

represent only the best of the best

sales experts and commentators -

the most significant group of sales

gurus ever to congregate in one

location.

Every person who sells something

(that would be just about everyone)

knows that their sales success

depends upon their staying current

and on top of their game.

Every salesperson, no matter the

amount of their experience, needs

support, excellent resources, practical

tips and information, and a

professional, seasoned expert they

can turn to.

Top Sales World is THE most

comprehensive online, worldwide

sales community on the Internet.

Period!

If you are not already part of our
World, do come and join us. �
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The possibilities presented by the

instant and global exchange of

information ushered in a new era of

global trade, an era where the most

sought-after commodity is knowledge.

Companies have unprecedented

access to talented minds across the

globe, completely changing the face

of how businesses recruit and nurture

knowledge workers. The old way of

doing business doesn’t exist, and

those who cling to the past soon find

themselves out of business. 

With the intensely competitive

world economy and recent global

financial meltdown, businesses and

individual contributors have been

challenged to adapt to a new set of

rules—or face utter failure.

These new rules are striking in

contrast to the old. Instead of

hierarchical, stifling management

structures, global businesses

transition to a labor force with

newfound freedom to set its own

pace, with flexible work

arrangements, new wage options,

incentives and even ownership paths.

These new standards mark a vital

shift in business, where individual

contributions to the whole are the true

power behind the globalization of

business—not just trade routes and

supply chains.

This revolutionary, people-driven

business model is a primary driver

toward the future of collaboration.

As companies tap into global

talent pools, expand supply chains or

reach into entirely new customer

bases, individuals and businesses of

all sizes and scales now play in the

global economy.

The keys to actualizing

competitive superiority in this new

global market lie in nurturing talented

people and connecting those minds

across the globe.

Today, every human resource in

every country must interconnect and

collaborate for the overall success of

a global organization. The BYOD and

BYOA phenomena, the

consumerization of IT and the ubiquity

of social media makes this global

collaboration possible. Technology

enables the global workforce to

collaborate in real time, facilitating

near-immediate reactions to changes

in the world market and reducing

time-to-market, lowering costs and

enhancing worker productivity.

The business value for companies,

whether derived from acquiring the

best talent regardless of geography or

capitalizing on new and untapped

foreign markets, is potentially

unmatched.                                             �

This article is part of a brand new
eBook “The Future of Business
Collaboration” which you can
download here. 

To find out more about Jonathan, visit:

www.thejfblogit.co.uk
www.topsalesassociates.com
www.jonathanfarrington.com
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The Globalization of Business
One of the most profound effects of the Internet age is the “shrinking” of our planet.
Advances in computing, Internet connectivity and mobile technology bring people
together in ways we never could have imagined. A colleague, friend, business
prospect or complete stranger is never more than a click away. This globalization of
business and, at a more basic level, human connections changes everything.

Top Sales World 2013 – 
it just gets better and better!

http://www.topsalesworld.com/
http://bit.ly/UKKaWC


Selling has been turned on its

head, and sales organizations

are trying to catch up. If you have

any doubts about the magnitude of

change, just think about your level of

control over the last major retail

purchase you made and multiply that

by twenty, and you will have a sense

of the revolution in buying that is

going on with your customers. The

revolution has created a shift of

control - away from you as a seller

and toward your customer.

The bottom line is this: There is a

need to increase your preparation

and knowledge so you can bring

more to the table. Today's customers

want and need business advice

around your customized product

solution. What does advice look

like? How do you deliver it? Advice

comes in the form of a point of view,

shared experience, resources,

expertise, insights, new ideas, and

new ways to look at old problems,

research, and contacts. Giving

advice requires confidence, and

having it acted on demands

credibility, commitment, and solution

co-creation.

In my work at Richardson and at

Wharton, I have identified seven

essential changes in selling in this

new sales world:

1. Intensify Your Preparation -
Conduct deeper preparation and

leverage the internet, research, and

your team to gain a deep

understanding of your customer's

business and anticipate the

customer's business challenges and

opportunities. Learn everything you

can about your competitors. (Your

prepared customers know a lot

about them and will test you.)

2. Question Differently - Leverage

your preparation and expand your

thoughtful and strategic questions to

get under the skin of the needs and

challenges you uncover or assume.

Use questions to refine your

customers' thinking. Probe why, why

not, and what else.

3. Control With - Increase your

assertiveness by executing a sales

process that defines activities and

measurable outcomes for each stage.

Exert control with, not over

customers.

4. Expand Access - Map the

customer organization, get to

executives, and sell across the

decision-making group to gain

consensus and support and cultivate

a coach. Gain consensus among your

team.

5. Get Smarter - Build your business

acumen and develop industry,

market, and customer specific

knowledge. Leverage all team

members, keep abreast of research,

and tap into experience with other

customers. Learn from customers as

much as they learn from you.

6. Co-create Solutions - Build

solutions with your customers.

Collaborate with customers by

providing business advice, listening

to them, and refining how they think

about their challenges to build

winning solutions.

7. Boost Your Bravery - If you are

doing it, kiss any semblance of order-

taking good-bye. Dig in by asking

why, why not, and what else. Ask the

tough questions. Introduce and

champion alternatives you believe in.

Take an equal place at the table. Be

persistent in helping customers think

outside the box. Be passionate about

solving business problems.

The speed of change is

unprecedented. The Beatles got it

right in the song, "Revolution," when

they said, "We’d all love to see the

plan." Join us in 2012 to execute the

plan and win.                                          �

Linda Richardson is the Founder and
Chairwoman of Richardson, the global 
sales performance company and is
responsible for product and sales strategy.
www.richardson.com
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The bottom line is this:
There is a need to

increase your
preparation and

knowledge so you can
bring more to the

table. Today's
customers want and
need business advice

around your
customized product

solution.

Seven Vital Changes in Selling
for 2012 - Starting Today: 
Over the past few decades, selling has changed. The changes have been incremental,
giving salespeople time to adjust. Not so today. The degree and speed of change in
the sales world over the past two years is revolutionary - in how, why, and when
customers buy and, therefore, in how you sell.

Top Sales
Article of 2012
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be used to build a unique sales

protocol. These can be captured from

any CRM database or, similar to an

initial consultation with a physician, a

salesperson can gather the data on

the initial call. These points may

include: 

� New or existing client?

� Job position/decision maker?

� Length of time with the company?

� Composition of decision making

team?

� Decision target date?

� Personality/management style?

� Complexity level of the sale or

transaction?

� Pains to be alleviated?

Once these data points are captured,

a strategy can be created to access

the specific sales situation, validate it

against an historical database, and

identify a preferred pathway that

includes proper sales tools, a

predefined sales process and

recommended sales protocols. 

Impact of Protocols

How does the adoption of sales

protocols impact sales leadership?

First in recruiting, sales management

must adjust the sales candidate’s

profile (more adaptable/intelligence/

creative) and train salespeople to be

more attuned to the prospect’s

situation. Second, sales training will be

more critical and intense. Leaders will

have to raise the bar on skill

development to ensure that

salespeople can execute the various

protocols. Companies are likely to

create their own certification and sales

training programs. Since effective

protocols may change a sales

approach, the sales actions may not

follow traditional sales training

methodology. Sales leaders will need

to accompany salespeople on onsite

sales calls more often to ensure they

are able to execute protocols, and test

the protocol against the reality of the

sales environment.

Sales metrics will also become

more critical and more complex. In a

traditional sales organization, sales

management may track four to six

metrics—a combination of historical

and forward-looking sales activity and

pipeline values. In the new

environment, sales leadership will use

the same metrics, but also begin to

monitor other actions based on the

types of sales protocols being followed

and linking them with success ratios to

specific sales actions being executed.

A Shared Commitment-to
make it work

It is one thing to invest in CRM and

improve your sales process; however

it’s another to make it work. There

must be a commitment from all levels

of management to institutionalize the

CRM system. Sales leadership must

set the vision, and sales

management must focus on its

execution.

The first step is to ensure that

there's a written sales process map,

with definitions and detailed action

steps for each major stage in the

sale. This will help each salesperson

understand what's expected at each

stage and enable the CRM

application to follow the map. Once

the sales process is mapped into

CRM, there must be continuous

training for all salespeople. During

the first six months, as you roll out

the application, sales management

must train everyone to use the

system identically. 

Phase two is setting quarterly

data-cleansing objectives. This

means sales leadership defines new

data entry and data collection goals

such as adding one more contact

name to each account or correct

email addresses for all names in the

database. This phase could also be

used for cleansing old and non-active

sales opportunities.

In summary, the “art and science”

of sales management will still rely on

the salesperson’s ability to create

trust and confidence during the sales

process, but they will be aided with a

more prescriptive, proven approach

to winning the sale. �

As a result, they create increased

levels of confidence with the

prospect, leaving the traditional

salesperson in the dust. The article

made enough of an impression that I

began to ponder the future of sales

management and how traditional

metrics, sales process, recruiting,

training, and coaching will need to

adapt to the new sales landscape. 

This new sales environment

impacts business drivers of

profitability. There is a need to

increase sales velocity and drive

productivity to ensure cost-of-sales

levels are lowered. 

Change for Gain

How does sales leadership change to

achieve greater productivity? We can

look to healthcare for some help.

While there are certainly inefficiencies

in our healthcare system, it has

embraced innovative technology to

become more efficient in many areas.

The use of medical protocols, the

power of computers, and database

management has enabled medical

researchers to create personalized

medical treatment plans based on

variable data points. As an example, if

you are a male or female in a certain

age range, of a certain nationality and

with or without diabetes, different

heath treatment plans/protocols for a

heart problem can be personalized

based on successful historical

patterns. Sales leadership can

incorporate this same idea to begin

creating custom sales plans for

differing sales situations.

The Future

CRM systems linked to business

intelligence (BI) software and a variety

of data points can create custom sales

processes/protocols designed to

expedite sales and increase sales

productivity. Traditionally, sales

trainers teach the sales process must

be in alignment with the buying

process, which true. However, the

Internet has made buyers more

knowledgeable, this requires altering

the sales process. 

How will linking CRM/BI allow sales

leaders and salespeople to change the

game on competition as well as

prospects? Sales management must

design systems that take into

consideration prospect variables or

data points. While these variables may

vary from industry to industry, there

are fundamental data points that can

How will linking
CRM/BI allow sales

leaders and
salespeople to change

the game on
competition as well

as prospects? 

This article was written by Ken Thoreson.

To find out more about Ken, visit:
www.AcumenManagement.com  

2013: Year of Sales Protocols
How they will change the Sales Process and
Impact Sales Leadership
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I recently read an article about the demise of solution selling that described how
salespeople who are following the traditional methods of selling (seeking out the
pain) are losing to the new breed of “sales disrupters”. These are salespeople who
find solutions to business problems that prospects were not even aware they had. 



Matt has held various positions at

companies such as Microsoft,

Weber Shandwick, Boeing, The

Seattle Mariners, Market Leader and

Verdiem. 

In 2007, Matt began Heinz

Marketing to help clients focus their

business on market and customer

opportunities, then execute a plan to

scale revenue and customer growth.

He launched Heinz Marketing formally

in late 2008. Matt lives in Kirkland,

Washington with his wife, Beth, and a

menagerie of animals (a dog, two cats,

and six chickens).                                   �

Focus On

Matt Heinz
Matt Heinz brings more than 12 years of marketing, business
development and sales experience from a variety of organizations,
vertical industries and company sizes. His career has focused on
delivering measurable results for his employers and clients in the
way of greater sales, revenue growth, product success and
customer loyalty.

A very special thank you to
our Top Sales Sponsors

for their continuing
support and loyalty

If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a
TSW sponsor and our existing Partner Program, please email us:

sponsorship@www.topsalesworld.com
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To find out more about Matt, visit: www.heinzmarketing.com/
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